Soon after wrist straps were proven to be the first and
best line defense against ESD it became
obvious that they needed to be tested
periodically.
The initial solution to this was on-demand or
“touch” testers that are still in wide use today.
These testers complete a circuit when the wrist
strap wearer touches a contact plate.
The problem with a touch tester is that it requires
an action by the wearer of the wrist strap to make
the test. For companies that are working on
highly sensitive or valuable assemblies it may not
be enough to know that the wrist strap has failed
after the fact.
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About Wrist Strap Monitors!

AC CAPACITANCE MONITORS
The first constant monitors developed about 15
years ago made use of the fact that a person can be
thought of as one plate of a capacitor with the other
plate being ground. The ground and the person are
both conductors and they are separated (sometimes) by an insulator (shoes, mats, carpet,
etc.) thus forming a capacitor. The combined resistance of the wrist strap and person
forms a resistor so that the total circuit is a simple RC circuit:
A tiny AC current applied to this circuit will cause a
displacement current in the capacitance to flow to
ground providing a simple way to make sure the
person (capacitor) resistor (wrist strap) and coil cord
are all hooked up. Any break in the circuit results in a
higher impedance that can be used to trigger an alarm.

Capacitor
(Person)

Resistor

AC capacitance monitors have a few problems:
1. They do not provide a reliable way to know if the total resistance of the circuit is too
low, i.e., if the current limiting safety resistor is shorted.
2. These simple AC capacitance monitors can easily be tricked into thinking the person is
wearing the wrist strap when they are not. Laying the wrist strap and cord on a grounded
mat for example will increase the shunt capacitance which allows the monitor to show a
good circuit even with the person out of the circuit. Forming the cord into a tight bundle or
stretching it can also provide false readings.
3. Since the capacitance and therefore the
impedance of the circuit will also vary with such
things as the persons size, clothing, shoe soles,
conductance of the floor, chair, table mat etc. these
monitors often have to be “tuned” to a specific
installation and operator.
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DUAL-WIRE RESISTANCE MONITORS
Dual-wire Resistance monitors were developed to overcome some of the problems with
the AC capacitance types. Here again the concept is simple. By providing a second path
to ground (without relying on the capacitor above) we can apply a tiny DC current. It is
then simple to measure the DC resistance of the circuit and alarm if that resistance goes
too high (open circuit) or too low (the safety resistor is shorted). Thus a two-wire monitor
provides the same reliability as a touch tester and a simple, easy to understand
measurement. Many of the problems with the AC capacitance monitor are eliminated.
Two-wire monitors also have their drawbacks and limitations. Chief among these may be
the fact that they require two wires. This means that the wearer must either wear two wrist
straps with two cords or a two conductor cord with some kind of a bifurcated band. This
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DESCO CONSTANT MONITORS
DUAL OPERATOR ESD WORKSTATION
CONTINUOUS MONITOR
19208
19209

Continuous - 120 Volt
Continuous - 220 Volt

FEATURES
Two banana jacks
Mounting bracket and two
remote jacks included

BENEFITS
Continuously monitors two operators,
carts or visitors
Allows mounting main unit at eye level,
not using any worksurface area

Technical Bulletin TB-2084

FULL TIME CONTINUOUS MONITOR
19210
19211

Continuous - 120 Volt
Continuous - 220 Volt

FEATURES
Ground monitoring

BENEFITS
Verifies proper grounding of outlet,
operator and worksurface
Stand-by parking snap
Keeps unit from going into alarm
when user disconnects cord
Hook and loop fastening supplied For mounting on mat surface
3.25" x 4.375"
Small worksurface area used

Technical Bulletin TB-2073

PORTABLE WRIST STRAP MONITOR
19100

Portable Wrist Strap Monitor, NIST

FEATURES
Belt Clip
Low battery warning
Two 10mm studs on bottom
of unit
Battery operated

BENEFITS
Allows operator to fasten to belt
Alerts user when battery needs to
be replaced
Will allow operator snap onto mat
and ground the mat or field service
kit
No power supply to connect allows user to be mobile

Technical Bulletin TB-3001
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DESCO WRIST STRAPS
SPEIDEL® TWIST-O-FLEX® METAL
EXPANSION WRIST STRAPS
09041
09085
91070
09042

Band
Band
Band
Band

only
w/6' coil cord
w/6' cord & angle banana
only extra large

FEATURES
Speidel’s Twist-O-Flex design
Durable metal band
Adjustable
Patented adjustment
Medical grade stainless steel
interior expansion band

BENEFITS
Comfortable, will not pinch or pull hair
Long wearing, easy to clean
Adjusts quickly and easily to any size
No “extra” links to lose
Will no cause allergic reations for
most people

Drawings 09041, 09480, and 91095
Registered trademarks of Hirsh Speidel
US Patents 5,036,423 and 5,568,351
®

ELASTIC ADJUSTABLE WRIST STRAPS
09028
09070
09069
09071
09072
09029
09031

Band only
Band w/6’ black coil cord
Band w/12’ black coil cord
Band w/6’ beige coil cord
Band w/10’ beige coil cord
Elastic replacement strip
Replacement clasp only

FEATURES
Has silver impregnated nylon
knitted on inside for superior
conductivity
Adjustable
Unique patented adjustment
design eliminates exposed
conductive “tail” of band

BENEFITS
Reliably removes generated static
charges
May be fitted to any size
Provides added safety eliminating
chance of providing innappropriate
ground path

Drawings 09028, 09480 and14010
US Patent 4,662,695

STATFREE DISSIPATIVE RUBBER 2 LAYER TYPE T2
FEATURES
Dual purpose rubber
material
Dissipative worksurface

Lightly embossed surface

BENEFITS
Dissipative on one side, conductive on
the other
Slows charge removal; meets
worksurface requirements of ANSI/ESD
S20.20 and EIA-625
Easy to clean, lower maintenence costs

SPECIFICATIONS:
Dissipative Layer:
RTT: 106 - 108 Ohms (Dissipative) <104 (Conductive) per EOS/ESD-S4.1
RTG: 106 - 108 Ohms (Dissipative) <104 (Conductive) per EOS/ESD-S4.1
Thickness: 0.060" (1.5mm)

Drawing PM-104
Above products can be purchased through your local Desco distributor.
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Continuous Monitors Continued from Page 1
adds expense to the one part of the product that will most
often need replacement, raising the life cycle cost of the
system.
Life Cycle cost includes not only the initial cost of the monitor
but also the replacement cost of the associated wrist straps.
The design of dual-wire wrist straps may make them more
expensive than ordinary wrist straps and at the same time
more fragile. Over a five year period this can make dual-wire
products three to five times as expensive as those using
common wrist straps.
Users can not use their existing stock of wrist straps with
two-wire systems. Often manufacturers “lock in” their
customers with special designed connectors. This narrows
the customers’ choice of wrist straps even further to those of
a specific manufacturer.
Some designs of dual-wire wrist straps may not meet the
EOS/ESD Association guidelines for “parting force” i.e.; the
force releasing the band from the cord in an emergency.
There have been some reports that a constant DC voltage
applied to the wristband causes skin irritations. This has
been overcome in some models by pulsing the test current
and in others by lowering the test voltage. Pulsing obviously
means that the monitoring is no longer continuous. Lower
voltage may cause false readings.
THREE WIRE RESISTANCE MONITORS
The design of the two-wire monitor circuit and its position in
the total grounding circuit may mean that only a portion of
the total ground connection is being monitored. This has
caused some manufacturers to add a third wire to provide
another return path to ground. However these units still do
not verify that the wrist strap is actually connected to the
building or system ground.
WAVE DISTORTION MONITORS (WDM)
Many of the short comings of Capacitance and Dual-wire
monitors have been overcome with the development of AC
monitors that use the concept of the wrist strap wearer as a

capacitor, but in a different way. The concept of the wrist
strap and wearer as a RC circuit is not wrong but it is an
over simplification. Actually the total circuit contains
resistance, capacitance and inductance (RCL). And each
component value will vary with the environment, size of
wearer, and the other factors that effect the accuracy of the
AC Capacitance monitor.
What the Wave distortion monitor looks at is not the
impedance level, but at the waveform generated by the
circuit. Current will lead voltage at various points due to the
combinations of resistance and capacitive reactance. (There
is a negligible amount of inductive reactance from the coil
cord.) By monitoring these “distortions” or phase shifts the
WDM will determine if the circuit is complete i.e.; the wearer
is in the circuit and the total equivalent DC resistance is
within specifications given a range of installations.
The WDM solves many of the problems of the other types:
• It allows the use of any brand of single wire wrist strap
• It cannot be tricked like the AC Capacitance units
• It provides a warning if the lower (safety) resistance limits
are shorted
• The tiny amount of current required to generate the
waveform has never caused reported skin irritation.
As an added bonus the WDM will also detect an open circuit
or bad ground all the way back to the building ground point.
This is a fundamental advantage of this kind of monitor.
Other monitors may ensure that the operator is connected to
the monitor. No other monitor automatically ensures that the
user is actually grounded.
COST- VALUE CONTINUUM
The choice of whether or not you need continuous
monitoring and of the specific type of monitor will depend
upon the value and sensitivity of the devices you are using.
It is important that you understand the difference and pick
the monitor that provides you with the protection you need at
the lowest life cycle cost.
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